
MAKING IT EASIER FOR YOU TO GET PAID 

RMS Pay is a fully integrated payment solution within  
the RMS Property Management System that allows  
users to process all their payments within a singular, 
unified platform. From online payments to in person 
credit card transactions and digital wallets, RMS Pay  
allows operators to safely process a wide range of 
payments which will provide their guests the ultimate 
flexibility in using their preferred payment methods. 

RMS Pay has been designed to drive operational 
efficiencies in the financial processes needed by 
hospitality businesses, leading to significantly reduced 
touchpoints for both staff and guests leading to a greater 
overall guest satisfaction, lowered manual reconciliation 
and handling errors and increased reporting accuracy.  
It’s the payment solution you have been waiting for.

rmscloud.com/rmspay

END OF DAY MADE SUPER SIMPLE

We know you want to focus on your guests, not spending 
hours trudging through administration. RMS Pay is a native 
feature of the RMS system so you can control settlements 
directly from your PMS. RMS Pay will align settlements to 
your End of Day (EOD) process with improved functionality 
and more accurate and insightful reporting. Plus, you can 
manage settlement funds on one property or groupwide 
and move funds between properties or merchant accounts 
- before settlement occurs.

RMS PAY delivers an all-in-one payment solution that’s 
simpler, smarter and it’ll save you money. 
We’ve listened to our global family of over 180,000 hospitality professionals and designed  
an integrated payment solution that will deliver a huge difference to your bottom line.

Smarter
payments,
Better
bottomline



rmscloud.com/rmspay

INTEGRATED PROCESSES MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE

Remove friction from your payment processes once and for all. Payments process 
quicker, settlements happen automatically, automated triggers enure payments are 
requested and processed without your staff having to even lift a finger. RMS Pay has 
been designed to be the ultimate prayment solution for hospitality businesses, just 
like yours. Once activated in the RMS Module Market, you’re up and running quickly 
and can immediately begin to accept payments from any device or channel. 

Premium payment features of RMS Pay include smart tech which saves you money 
with every payment. Least cost routing automatically chooses the payment method 
that costs you less, and the processing fees of RMS Pay are the most competitive in 
the market. Dynamic currency conversion (DCC) gives international businesses the 
ultimate flexibility to tailor to each guest and incremental pre-authorisation means 
operators minimise exposure. 

THE ONLY PAYMENT PLATFORM WITH MILITARY GRADE SECURITY

When it comes to handling payments safely, nothing is more important than knowing 
your guests and your business is protected by state of the art security. RMS Pay is 
protected by FEDramp certified security measures meaning it is part of the best 
protected platforms in the market. You can store your guest information with card 
tokenisation, keeping transactions quicker and more secure. And because there is no 
need for third-party involvement in your payment process, the entire end to end 
system is inherently more secure. 

Get in touch for an obligation free 
chat and product demo.

RMSPay improves both 
staff and guest experience

Automatic least 
cost routing

Dynamic currency 
conversions

Payment terminal 
& POS integrated

360 financial 
reporting


